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Overview:
The pump, accumulator tanks, and well is located on the south side of our entrance driveway.
From there the irrigation pipes go east to the valve tree near the building, to the north under the
driveway to the two sprinkling zones along the driveway, and to the hose bibs on the north
fence that is currently used by the nursery.

The underground pump house:
There are two shutoff valves in the
well house:
.
This valve evidently was originally
used to irrigate the trees on the west
side of property but now goes nowhere. Just leave it off.
Main shutoff.

There are two electrical cutoffs for the
pump. One is in the well house and the other is on the breaker in the main building.
It’s this one along the right side—the one
with a gang wire through it
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The 6 zones:

Zone 1 Building perimeter, north side

Zone 1 Building perimeter, west side

Zone 1 Building perimeter, east side

Zone 1 Building perimeter, south side
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Zone 2 Outer lawn perimeter, south side
Zone 2 Outer lawn perimeter, west side

Zone 3 West middle sprinkler - this one is
isolated from the other 4 on the south side

Zone 3 South lawn middle sprinklers
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Zone 4 East lawn sprinklers. (The closest
sprinkle in the foreground is actually on the
south side, but the remainder are on the
east side)

Zone 4 East side sprinklers. Note there is
a sprinkler in the tree. The tree has grown
so much it is hard to find. Just leave it off.

Zone 4 This hose bib is also on zone 4— it
is intended for a supplementary sprinkler
on a hose to cover any missed areas. It cannot be activated independently of zone 4)

Zone 4 East side sprinklers, another view
further to the north
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Zone 5 Driveway south sprinklers
(looking west). The photo is out of
date. This is now the entrance to
the west parking area (between the
conttonwood a blue spruce. The
two most eastern sprinklers are
now capped.

Zone 5 Driveway south
sprinklers (looking east)

Zone 6 Driveway north sprinklers (looking west)
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Other system details:
There are three hose bibs on north fence.
Since the Native Plant Nursery has moved
out, they are unused.

Well, well house with cover in
place, and zone 5 sprinkler
valve box
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The valve tree. Four
of the six zone valves
are located here.
From left to right:

zone 1
zone 4

zone 3
zone 2

Zone 6 valve box
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The timer:
The timer is located on the side of the building on the west side; it
should not be locked. It may seem to be, but to
open it just grab silver lock assembly and pull outward and forward. The timer is powered by 110V
ac but has a battery backup so it won’t loose it’s
programming during an outage or over the winter.
It has provisions for up to three programs, but
at the present time only one is used (A).
All that is required for normal watering is to turn the knob to “auto
on”. To stop any sprinkling currently going on, simply turn it turn to
“off”.
The easiest way to manually test each zone is
to unscrew the solenoid a ways. Each bottle
valve will have a manual turn on, but each one is
now different as the valves have been replaced
over the years.

Spring activation:
First, close two drains in located in the boxes at the north and south side of the entrance road
directly north of the underground well house. In the well hole, make sure the main valve is
open, and the one going nowhere is closed. (See photo on page 3.) Next, screw the 4 solenoids

Drain in south box (also a snail house)

Drain in north box
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back into the valve bodies on the valve tree, and retighten the 4 unions.
Leave the all the hose bibs open for now as we are going to flush each zone to clean out any
bugs or other crud they may gotten in during the winter. Now, turn on the pump; there are two
switches, one in the pump house and the other in the main building. Make sure both are on.
(See photos on page 3.)
Next, activate each zone one at a time and allow them to flush. (You can use the manual lever
on each zone valve, or use the manual start function on the timer.) Turn off any hose bibs in
each zone under test after a couple of minutes of flush. Watch for any damaged sprinklers or
leaks.
Now you can check the programming on the timer and turn it on. It should have retained it’s
programming from the previous summer.

Shutting down system in the Fall:
First, turn the pump breakers off. There are two—be sure to turn both off; there is one in the
pump house and the other in the main building. (See photos on page 3—note that breaker in the
main building are actually two breakers with a gang wire through it. We damaged the system
one year when the breaker in the well house was left on, and someone activated the in-house
breakers thereby filling the system with water after it was drained.)
There is no valve to drain the accumulator tank, therefore it must be fully charged with air so it
will push the water out. (There is an air valve on the top of the tank if it needs air—the air compressor is in the utility room or shed.) The way to affirm there is sufficient air in the tank is to
turn on the hydrant just west of the pump house and you should see a good strong stream which
will run for quite a while with the pump off. The stream should stop abruptly as the last of the
water is pushed out. Leave the main feed valve on. (The unused one going south should always remain off. See photo on page 3.)
Next, open all the hose bibs and sprinkler head valves in the entire system. Open the two drain
valves located in the boxes at the north and south side of the entrance road directly north of the
underground well house.
Now unscrew the 4 black solenoids from the valves on the valve tree (photo on page 9) - you
can just leave them dangle down (wires on top). Stuff a small piece of cloth, cheesecloth or
something similar into the valve body to keep bugs from crawling inside. A sandwich bag secured with a tye-wrap will work. Clip the lower corner so water doesn’t collect in the bag.. ( If
the solenoids are not unscrewed, they will be damaged—evidently by some residual water
trapped in the valves.) There are valves in each of the two boxes on both side of the driveway
also, but these have never been damaged by freezing so don’t bother unscrewing these solenoids.
There are unions underneath each of the 4 valves on the tree. (the photo on page 9 does not
show them; it was taken before they were installed.) Open each of them and wiggle to make
sure the seal is loose enough to allow trapped water to drain. Leave them open, but you should
loosely screw them back together enough to keep bugs out.
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Using the air compressor, blow out as many of the lines as you can. There is an adapter that you
can screw into the furtherest hose bib and you can blow back toward the loosened unions on the
valve tree. There are several zones that have no hose bibs, so it isn’t possible to blow out the
water—at least I haven’t found a way. A really long extension cord will be useful so you don’t
have to drag the compressor back and forth to recharge it.
Now is a good time to replace the 9v battery in the control box so it is fresh for the long winter
shutdown.
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